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darlric john lotik(december 15,1993)
 
My name is Darlric John Lotik, born on December 15,1993. I live at Cavite City,
Philippines. I'm still a high school student, here at sangley point national high
school. My father is Ricardo Lotik III, a retired Philippine Navy. My mother is
Melinda Lotik, a housewife, and I have my sister Darlyne Joy Lotik, still studying
too. Any comments are accepted and respected. Sorry but I am not still good at
English, but, you are always welcome to read my poems! ! !
 
Take care and God bless
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A Foolish Sacrifice
 
For the past years,
My heart growing with tears
Tears that symbolize can't move on
I can't move on, with you, may not take along
 
For this foolishness of mine
Your importance I gave with it shine
With another guy, know he'll make you alive
Me, looking at you, Felt a cactus in your tide
 
For this surrender,
The start of my oblivion
Nothing has left
Nothing in the world can replace you
 
You're my light in my dark life
But without you at my side
My heart make a haste,
Seeing you cry
 
For this literal life,
Nothing I can do being a lover
Whatever happens,
In my dreams, you are mine forever
 
 
 
-24-
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An Empty Trash
 
By watching the signs of railways
I can remember m best-friends says
'just wait my friend, and it will come,
like a tasty paste of some'
 
Thousand people, i give and give
Nothing left for me to save
A troublesome and need to run
By walking on my dearest sun
 
Decline here
Only friend in there
I don't love you here
Only with myself I can lean
 
I point one finger
Then the others turn in linger
I can make other people happy
But that happiness can't turn back to me
 
 
 
T.T
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Bladed Grass
 
Some says it's a problem
Some says it's destiny
Where nowhere lives for them
Greatest in eternity
 
A girl then the other
Then again across the ladder
A blade for it's meant
And a blood for it's payment
 
A big cycle again and again
Can't be solve by all I can
Movements in earth's rotation
A blood in mirror's refraction
 
All I can see in my dirty eyes
Are the appearance for all unwind
Where then I began to rise
To continue this worthless life
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Confusion Ritual
 
A war in my head
Other mean for confusion they said
A vision of man in different shells
In my heart to flew with someone else
 
A mutual understanding
Sitting here beside my feeling
Around the golden line in my sky
No reason left for me to cry
 
Plants grew looking at me
The air that breathes for me
It's like a whirlwind inside my head
Decision controlling what's in the end
 
In this particular happening
Generally affects my way of living
Begin a role being a lover
Bowed and start a prayer
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Cracked Mirror
 
He is not that handsome as you dream,
He is not that genius as you say,
He is not that kind that you like
He is just a black sheep of his family
 
He is not that talented that you admire
He is not that famous to beg for autograph
He is not that strong as you are
He is just an empty trash
 
I know that he is a man who were loving someone
But he can't get that equal reaction as to one
Perhaps, he is a unique man with unique personality
And that man is no other, but me
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Dream And Reality
 
I dream to dream a dream
Dreaming with you is just a single theme
A little wise, using my mind
I dream to dream for you to find
 
Take a fall, begin to drop
As ashes fall, onto mountain top
I read and read, and it became real
When I see you, there is my love to fulfill
 
Nights became days
Winter became summer
I think my clock is not moving
I walk, I take a look, a little while to see you smiling
 
People passing by
Not to get closer, a little shy
I wish to walk away
I learn to start again
 
A sleepy head, in after a dream
Get to see, what can i get when I came
I'm not going to worry
I'm happy living in reality
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Flower Image
 
Went up directly to my garden
To meet the beautiful maiden
I saw a wonderful flower
Shock me with aura of power
 
Want to take it as a decoration
All I want for my satisfaction
Flowers with assorted colors
Fill me, with force
 
Suddenly in mysterious flower
Moved a dream refresher
Flower flew on the sky
Was a butterfly
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Heaven's Gate
 
Fly through the heaven
Feel so cold and frozen
In this weird mysterious place
Landing spot of human race
 
Souls are being with them
So relax and have no problem
White feathers of a dove
A fulfillment I can have
 
There I met this holy man
Then he told me, I am his son
There is nothing but a heaven's gate
Well it's a haste, through a twist of fate
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In The Midnight
 
As the night comes through
It is time for me and you
Stars that reminds me
Happy moments like dancing bees
 
Even if its cold at night
Our memories are shining bright
As my teardropp dries
An image like a paradise
 
And in my last words
Always remember, you're my world
And in this goodbye
My love, please don't cry
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It's Like A Song
 
Sometimes we look through the skies
Rhythms of songs are flying kites
Songs we hear until it flies
Tones of you are in disguise
 
Whenever this girl look at me
Notes of tears through all eternity
Some songs of love can make us touched
I step into9 a piece of clutch
 
This song is always on my mind
It's a rainbow for it's unlike
Sometimes this song I hear
It's like an every tickle to my ear
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Journey In Miracle
 
Everyday is a miracle
Set through any obstacle
Sudden happenings from our lives
Escape from flying knives
 
Babies are born in every second
Fulfill dreams with thorns in beyond
Every travel on different isles
Nothing but blue skies for miles
 
Swum all throughout the sea
In the fair skies, I flee
Cause I can wish is a particle
If everyday is a miracle
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Last Moments
 
They are giving the night a light
A vision guiding the middle of my sight
Wishing there would be a happy day tomorrow
A perfect moment that I can borrow
 
Twirling around a silver wind
By a sunrise for a night to fade
Sick of waiting inside my shell
A splash of melody where I fell
 
For a time worsen by a curse
For when a die to get in a hearse
In this restless dreams and lies
I look up, and saw, dying fireflies
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Leaving Friendship
 
Remember when you left me in the rain
I have fallen in sprain
Left me on the sinking boat
With all my luck I float
 
You leave me talking the telephone
Tripping like an ice cream cone
In the air without a parachute
Falling like a fruit
 
Even if your leaving me
Our friendship is for free
I'm here friend
A friendship that cannot be bend
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Lies In The Mirror
 
Looking myself in the mirror
So dull covered with terror
Failures and Frustration
Seems like a dirty reflection
 
So sad face it seems
Treasure beyond the golden streams
Climb these muddy terraces
Perseverance behind this faces
 
Ends will only just it's beginning
Ming refresh after vanishing
Worst days are flames of cries
I'm just a kid that's full of lies
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Living Alone
 
Once there was a teenage ant,
Whose studying at the 'Ant University',
His name is Ticky,
He is the top student of the class
One day, while he is watching television,
The news said, there will be a typhoon for the next day
Then, he thought that, he will not tell that to his classmates
Ticky went to different places to find a house and be ready for the typhoon
Now, the typhoon came, because Ticky's classmates are not ready,
They are punished and killed by the typhoon
The university also destroyed
And being flooded
Then, Ticky has no place
For him to study
No friends, and
No home to live,
When he went in the university
He saw what he had done,
Not telling his classmates about the typhoon,
Because of what happened
He knew, what it feels like, 'being alone'
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Myself
 
Decided to walk his path
Across the darkened wrath
Rolling stones of great inclined
Lifetime choice in fixed declined
Respectful in word of god
Innocence to form the feelings of a lad
Changing myself in mutual friendship
 
Jump and high and high to my dreams
Oppose and fight my own enemies
Hoping to reach the everlasting happiness
Never to look back from my sadness
 
Leaving away the dark cores behind
Open my eyes to see and find
Teasing words that I ignore
In ceasing hopes for myself closing door
Keep up myself for standing alone
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Mystery With Chemistry
 
A day, afternoon in a night
Doing experiments with no light
In a lonely, foggy place
I want to solve this mystery case
 
Very useful for industry
So hard exciting chemistry
Calling friends in a hurry
A night in eleven-thirty
 
At last, finished my problem
Thankful with all of them
All of these, with my experimentation
A country will not lead to destruction
 
Oh, and oh, my dearest course
Combining with mine and yours
A course with exciting mystery
The one and only chemistry
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Nobody
 
Every air that I breathe
Was an every cold at my feet
Whenever I stand in the ground
I travel in space filled with sounds
 
With empty slot in your heart that whispers
With my ear full of callers
An empty heart with empty feelings
Can fly even have no wings
 
There is nothing left to give
Two horns that jump as they heave
How to learn a good life be
We'll have to wait and see
 
Should I strive to be happy?
There are no other keys around me
There's still hope to return your feeling?
When that is left is nothing
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Nothing Is Impossible
 
Sometimes I make wrong decisions
Sometimes feels like not in the position
Sometimes it can be anytime
Sometimes would it be as fine?
 
Morning, awake with the face of you
Evening, feels like you love me too
With every move you sense a clue
Can I make a lie in front of you?
 
Can we do things freely?
To feel it as painful as thee?
See through the land, sky or sea?
Can the world be you and me?
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Only Hope
 
Feeling frustrated and bored
I like myself, thrust ed by a sword
How wonderful I saw on TV
a very special lady
 
Watching everyday for her
Want to hug her like a teddy bear
Even she's so far away
If I see her, I will be okay
 
Have no other wish to come true
Everyday I wish is you
In a colorful Kaleidoscope
Only to see, my dearest hope
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Our School
 
Simple but full of intelligence
Accept criticism for other eminence
No to bad influence
Give and take, among the others
Lifting our dreams to come true
Except our negative sides of view
Yes! For our own success
 
Hoping to graduate soon
Improve discipline from hiding-loom
Goals are the first on our minds
Holding on, for ourselves to carry on
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Over The Rainbow
 
This red color's like a flame
Oranges are made when it came
Like a yellowish colored sun
Green's are colored mountain run
Blue are the colors of the sky
Plant's are indigo's direct with a lie
Violet sees by a glimpse
Like a scene beyond eclipse
Journey finished in over the rainbow called
It's a goal with the pot of gold
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Relinquished
 
Can anybody hear me?
Can anybody see me?
Can anybody touch me?
Nobody's there for me
 
After a fearless night
Before an eye of true sight
Sparkling diamonds of faith
A vital portion, not just too late
 
A broken glass,
For a vanquished past,
A perfect future
For whom, it may last
 
Wish that I can turn right
Don't want to went wrong
Don't give up my fight
For like me, singing a song
 
After a day,
After a night,
Seeing her smiling
Looking for me,
Not just when I'm lonely
Everytime, being nobody
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Shadow's Core
 
Here I am, waiting from afar
Waiting for love
Waiting for care
That I stood out
Alone in despair
And here I am waiting for nothing
Giving me a hope to;
Walk on a twilight
Giving me a courage;
On a journey
Giving me a reason;
To stand on my own feet
Waiting here alone in the darkness, for;
I am waiting a girl to stand in my shadow
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Surprising Pain
 
For every wound that can be healed
A blade of sword's sliding shield
When all at once they glow as the sun
When all at once they fall apart
 
At first time they meet
A nice feeling they have to deal with
The time is running as to flee
A happy dream with you and me
 
A happy thought with happy face
Laying stories with your heart's lace
The time came I start to cry
When we live, we will die
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The Final Goodbye
 
Torn between sadness and happiness
Don't know what I should do know
Pushing as I can to break her forces
A lifetime dreaming, goes to a flow
 
Water droplets fall from the sky
Receiving thoughts from God
Leave her, she is not meant for you
Is it sure? Then should I ask you too?
 
Believing the ghosts of myself
Roaming around the mountains
To reach the peak for insanity
Should I kill myself at this moment?
 
No rhyme, no time
No room for doom
Freedom for myself? I don't know
I will leave her, I promise
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The Unfinished Story
 
Converting myself for my only one
Broken, having her with someone
Dreaming myself, walking with her
Around and around, even further
 
I brought the sun shine, glows with her eyes
Twinkling stars, inside her hands
By the moon's shades, brighter within my heart
Walking in the air, then I don't care
 
Sitting here beside her door
Kneeling with dust, asking for more
While you are here with me
Until my heart, will break me free
 
Want to reverse the time,
That I don't want to blame myself
No looking back for letting you go
Turn the tides, without you I am no more
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Thought - Fear
 
A blind-full darkness
Can't fade the golden path from
The endless heavens
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-haiku
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Thought - Forgotten?
 
Broken core of love
My name do still remember?
Home of melancholy
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-haiku
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Thought - God Of My Life
 
Quiet blow of wind
Cannot seen, Cannot be touch
A life creation
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-haiku
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Thought - Untitled
 
A falling water drops
Cannot solve the problem nor
You can do a way
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-haiku
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Thoughts Of Life
 
Broken core of love
My name do still remember
Home of melancholy
 
Quiet blow of wind
Cannot seen, Cannot be touch
A life creation
 
A falling water drops
Cannot solve the problem nor
You can do a way
 
A blind-full darkness
Can't fade the golden path from
The endless heavens
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Unequal Words
 
Walking, wandering alongside street
Without myself, burning feet
I find her, just standing
Is this my wish? Lord I need your answer
 
I will not let things happen by a glimpse
I came for her name and for her heart
By those smiles I take
Dreams will not torn apart
 
On a far far away impossible
An unfinished waterfall
A story starts with end
And ends with it's introduction
 
I love her from head to feet
Accepting from hell to heaven
No matter where she came from
With untitled words, saying I love her
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Untitled Prayer
 
First time I saw you
All I felt is nothing
All I knew is nothing
But deep inside, I'm thinking
 
Last night, I pray
Sign a cross and start to say
So long, I want to be happy
Started to move my copy
 
In deep sleep, my soul is finding
The girl for me is here surrounding
Suddenly she smiles
My soul continues and began to rise
 
I don't know her
But now suddenly cover
Walk in a straight street
I looked at her from head to feet
 
I'm right, she's in my dream
A pray, with no one to blame
Years to past before lonely
It's time to begin my destiny
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When Pictures Grow Older
 
I can grow with tears
Falling from deepest eyes,
Looking photographs in freeze
Stand by myself and face my lies
 
I will hold on even I'm hurt
I love her so much with my whole heart
Not giving her, just for a flirt
Without memories, even with quarrel
 
I look at pictures of her
Crying, loving with sorrow
With all my sadness inside
Letting myself die, with her not knowing
 
At midnight, waiting for the dawn
Look down a dream
Soul of myself is wandering, Haste then the other
Love her, till pictures grow older
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
04
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Winter Flower
 
Late in spring
The weather's so kind
Beyond the best, beyond the worst
Are all alive
 
After in summer's day
The weather's so hot
Good for teardrops' good for the smiles
Are all good shot
 
Then in autumn
It's turning gray
Beyond the problems, beyond the blood
Are all in tears
 
Late in winter's day
One single flower standing
And then alone
Until it's starts to cold
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Wishing On Tides
 
I walk through the coast
Against the flowing tears from eyes
Finding her, I get lost
In her heart, living with lies
 
I wrote my wish on water
Breaking free, they said to me
By the crashing of tides,
A way through the heavens, in lights
 
I can't explain, why did it happen
Is it because of selfishness?
Is it because of foolishness
My wish is just a wish
 
How did it go?
Nothing! Own tides erase it
Me? Myself, is my foe
Living in darkness, against my clone
 
These words are repeating
I can't forget the things happened
Find a girl, ready for the next stage
This girl, I will keep until the end!
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Withered Leaf
 
Something floats in the air
Travel from a stem to somewhere
Through a land like a bed
Extends to a point in a thread
 
In a wide paradise, it fades
Under the sun's glowing shades
Scorching rays, it withered
Dreams not granted and being shattered
 
Things attach to the trees
Flows the appearance all with the breeze
A dream struggling in a cliff
And was only, a withered leaf
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